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Don’t You Know Who I am?
The Value of Transparency
in Multi-Media Contact Centres
Nearly every contact centre would like a first-time caller resolution, be it for
a purchase or a customer complaint. It’s good for customer satisfaction and
their experience in dealing with you. Best of all it optimises the call handling
time for the business.
Rather than introducing further complications with multi-media call
centres, this paper tackles how transparency should make engagement
easier and quicker from everyone’s perspective.

Transparency and Bottom Line Value
Today customers demand new standards for
customer service and have high expectations
of their brand’s behavior. At first, we
hesitated to use the word transparency in
the same breath as multi-media technology.
The common associations are with brand
values and business cultures and the
building of trust by dealing with issues
honestly and being open with staff and
customers. While the term is in danger of
being over-used, we aim to demonstrate
that transparency is appropriate for all
applications of a multi-media call centre
business environment.
The call centre is at the front line of raising a
higher sense of service. Responsiveness is
still vital, but the customer also wants to get
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a true sense of being listened to, remembered and treated professionally every time
they engage with you. You can get that crucial balance between customer engagement
and resource management when the experience appears transparent and efficient,
even when the customer’s communication spans multiple channels.
Done well you’ll get more future business through giving the customer the choice of
media to engage with you, creating higher levels of trust, better knowledge, and
improved services.
A transparent customer experience relies on the multi-media call centre technology to
be joined up, cross-referencing all the customer touch points and data in real-time and
presenting this in the same transparent manner to the agents. Regardless of the
channel agents should be able to scan a single history, access what they need quickly
and add data to process enquires in a natural way. Above all you vastly increase the
chances of completing the enquiry and resolving the issue first time and in less time.
To see if it really is a ‘win-win’ situation, let’s take a deeper look at a customer’s
journey. What is needed to deliver an experience which is now more to the
customers’ choosing and shows that you do know who they are. Most importantly,
how can managers see what will make a difference and what will end up as
improvements for the bottom line?

Channel of Choice
There can be any number of situations that dictate how and when your customer
wants to contact you (see ‘A time and place’ p3). Offering multiple channels gives
them the choice, but of course also gives contact centres the challenge of managing
the complexities of different channels.
We’re now in the second decade of the
age of the ‘customer’, when countless
customer journeys have been mapped
and the customer has even more power
to have their say. Social platforms are
increasingly used to find out information, look at supply chains and
complain to you and the world at large.
So, it could pay to consider social media
as a communication channel for your
business.
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Businesses want repeatable and sustained business. Bad and good experiences do get
shared, so each and every interaction does matter. If the customer gets a great
experience when they call you but a poor one when they web chat, any lack of
competence or inconsistency is magnified – transparent, but not as you would want!
You may feel you are not ‘equipped’ to
manage all channels, or you just don’t want
to ‘engage’ with your customers through
one or more of the channels. Don’t rule out
some channels that you feel aren’t
important today, bear them in mind and
how easy they would be to integrate in the
future.
At the start of the journey the customer will
make the choice of how they want to make
contact. It won’t necessarily be the same
choice every time as, aside from personal
preference, the occasion and practicality will
come in to play.

Multi-Media Coaching

Just because the technology is
there to support all media types
for contact centres..
.. don’t do it today unless you
practice it well on all the channels
you offer to customers.

A time and place for everything
Webchat
Great when you’re either in a noisy environment or a quiet carriage and especially
handy when you are part way through an online journey.

Messages
Messaging via social media or business app - when you need to make a quick request,
are out and about or multi-tasking.

Phone
When you want to check something and don’t want to delay, you’re expecting a
dialogue as it’s not straight forward or you want to complain to a real person about a
problem.

Email
You're in a meeting and happy to pick the answer up later, there are matters you want
to put on record or share an email chain and history.
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Complementary Viewpoints
Whatever your contact strategy or staffing policy, it shouldn’t be the technology that
constrains how the business would like to operate to deliver a positive customer
experience. With the help of viewpoints, we have highlighted what the customer
wants and what the agent needs to have. This is supported with a multiple media
illustration of a customer journey that gives more detail of experiences that can occur
in parallel, by customer and agent.

Customer View
Overall the customer wants to be left
with an impression that they have had a
very personalised experience, managed
efficiently by knowledgeable agents.
This view is re-enforced when they
receive a similar experience should they
come back or use a different channel for
contact.
To further delight the customer…
Wouldn't it be a richer customer
experience if you remember who the
customer is even when its months later
from their last contact? Expectations
are so much greater and unfortunately
more cynical …
“Why does a company bother recording
the phone call for quality and training
purposes if they’re not going to use the
information for my good. Why should I
have to verify or supply the same
information every time?“
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Agent View
Agents should not be phased by the

media that the customer has chosen.
The technology should make the
differences between the media types
subtler.
Complete conversation threads, CRM
access and the familiarity of common
functions for every media, provides
cohesion. The visual use of colour
coding, symbols and signposted text
makes assimilation and navigation very
intuitive. All these factors give agents
the advantage for a better customer
experience and not being ‘put on the
spot’.
Consistency and transparency let agents
focus on the customer, how they are
probably feeling and what they want.
All channels can be handled with the
same degree of confidence.
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Our illustration shows the customer and agent experience throughout the journey,
using a real-time channel example. Screenshots help demonstrate how intuitive tools
and transparency between different media channels can support easy operation at
every stage of the conversation.
Customer

Agent

Waiting time

Preparation time

The customer is acknowledged and kept informed.
Giving customers choices makes them feel more in
control e.g. request call back, switch to another
channel that might be more convenient.

In a short space of time key information lets the agent
organise themselves to answer appropriately:
- Pre-alerts - colours, symbols, summary text
- Call types - new/transferred/CLI/ campaign number
- Sentiment symbols and key words
- Waiting time of customer
- Previous calls/chats abandoned

Opening of the call

Greeting and opening

When a customer is acknowledged with a
personalised greeting and specific reference to the
wait, a more tolerant reaction is likely.
When the agent appears to know why the customer is
making contact, time is saved and the customer gets
to the point quickly.

Great preparation means the agent is
fully primed. They can:
- acknowledge the wait for the customer
- confirm why they are calling where known
- scan highlights of the latest conversation
- tag calls for extra information e.g. call types
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Customer

Agent

Managing the enquiry

Call handling and completion

What customers love is when they don’t have to
repeat information previously provided.
Customers don’t have to have a good memory and
there are fewer disputes when the agent clearly has
all the history and dates.
Customers are more forgiving about being transferred
when there is a seamless pick-up of the conversation.

When the full chain of events and data is easily at
hand agents can quickly assess and take action
supported by:
One threaded conversation/timeline of all channels
Drill down for full information and links to CRM
Transferring – fully updated conversation thread for
next handler’s benefit

Making payments
Customers get greater continuity and support when
the Agent is still ‘present’ to assist if needed (with no
risk to their access to confidential information)

Taking payments
Agent can remain present and assist as they know
where the customer is in the process, how many digits
were entered (secure as tones are suppressed)
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More Self Control
The benefits of a common look, functionality and cohesive way to handle a single customer
should be echoed when it comes to agents managing their overall work and performance. A
‘key stats’ panel needs to be prominent to show real-time information on cases handled, time
in the current activity and other status that help track agent behaviour.
Previously performance stats been seen solely as a tool for supervisors to monitor the agent,
now agents readily need to see how they can utilize the information for themselves.
When key and live performance stats of the agent are in plain view on the agent’s dashboard
supervisors can quickly focus their attention on agents that need the most support, coaching
and positive feedback. Everyone can share a clear set of metrics that are understood and
visible across the different contact channels.
This same transparency flows through to reporting and wall boards when whole team’s realtime and historic performance can be comprehended across all channels and by each channel.
With the capabilities illustrated for a multi-media call centre and reporting that is fully
configurable, transparent management information can match the needs of business.
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Business Viewpoint – Last, But Far From Least…
At the beginning we said that the rhetoric around transparency has mostly been about the
openness and honesty of the brand and cultures. Many of the terms associated with
transparency crop up in the illustration we’ve presented i.e. cohesion, consistency,
competence, commitment. This is probably because the nature of the technology we have
described lends itself to implementating open and shared processes, performance measures
and communications, all of which underpin a transparent and customer centric business.

We end with a business viewpoint of benefits to the bottom line of the transparent
delivery of a multi-media call centre:


Enhanced customer satisfaction and perception of your brand, increasing the chances of
their loyalty and future business from positive public feedback and referrals



Higher propensity for first call resolution from the agent’s use of pertinent data and
more knowledgeable agents



Reduced AHT (average call handling time) as all the data in one place and there is a
single audit trail of the whole customer journey through all media. More can be done
with less for greater throughput of customer service and sales handling



Faster and easier complaints handling as all the relevant contact data and call
recordings are one place and there are fewer disputes over the true history and
timeline. Ultimately the real advantage is when less time is spent on complaints, there
is more availability for sales



Happier agents have a direct impact on customer satisfaction. Efficiencies highlighted
can be achieved without undue pressure on the agents. An intuitive nature to the
technology makes training and operation straight forward and efficient



Greater control to monitor real-time activity, understand where you’re having the
greatest impact on customers and optimize resources using the consolidated
management information and graphical wallboards



New agents are up to speed and productive in a shorter time as it is easier to train on
new types of media (look out for the training white paper by ContactOne)

This White Paper is one in a series for Callcentre Helper from ContactOne.
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ContactOne
ContactOne provide an innovative
multi-channel, cloud-based contact
centre platform. It enables contact
centres to communicate with customers
via the customer’s media of choice with
optional, post interaction CSAT for
voice-of-the-customer (VoC) feedback.
Additional, actionable, insight is
provided from our social media and
review site monitoring module.
The platform is easy-to-use and fully
customisable enabling users to tailor the
product to meet their customer
experience, CRM Integration, branding
and management information needs.

Tel: 0330 880 4444
Email: info@contactone.net
www.contactone.net
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